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1 Introduction

10-bit and 12-bit grayscale images are used for some
phisticated applications1–3 such as chest radiography, mam
mography, and computed radiography because of their
ability in brightness discrimination. At present, a high-e
monochrome CRT monitor for displaying those digital im
ages typically costs ten thousand dollars. In contras
popular 24-bit color CRT monitor is quite cheap, while
display capability for grayscale data is limited to eight b
per pixel.

We describe a simple method to display the fine gr
scale data into the sRGB color system4,5 at the expense o
small color difference. In addition, the characteristic d
are presented for use by the public. Besides public use
example, since teleradiology in real services is usua
implemented in a personal computer-assisted environm
the authors believe that this study is one way to explore
possibility of general-purpose CRT monitors. Rememb
1940 Opt. Eng. 42(7) 1940–1948 (July 2003) 0091-3286/2003/$15
-

r

t,

however, that this work does not offer a complete subst
tion of high-end monochrome CRT monitors. Fine gra
scale data is just imitated on 8-bit sRGB CRT monitors

Our problem is finding a new approximate represen
tion of fine gray in 9 bits or more in the 8-bit sRGB colo
system. The resulting pseudogray representation can be
plied to the visualization on 8-bit sRGB CRT monitors. Th
less significant bits of a given grayscale data are map
onto a particular point in the sRGB color space, so that
point may be located around the achromatic axis as clos
possible.

The produced pseudogray in the sRGB color system
different from the true gray. It can be acceptable for so
limited applications, unless the introduced chroma reac
a perceivable level, and if the pseudogray offers suffici
accuracy and linearity along the achromatic axis. To
plore the possibility of its actual applications, several ch
acteristics with respect to accuracy, linearity, and mo
tonic increase property are at first investigated. To g
.00 © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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objective data for discussions and practical applications,
are going to compute the color difference between re
ence gray and the pseudogray and discuss them in
a* b* coordinates in CIELAB.6–11

Three options will be available to specify the fine fra
tional accuracy in the 8-bit sRGB color system. They a
designed for 10- to 12-bit grayscale images. More imp
tantly are two modes to match the pseudogray genera
with the gamma correction performed in the imaging d
vices prior to encoding into digital data. The first is th
legacy mode that works with traditional gamma correc
images. The other is the linear mode, and this is desig
for gamma correction-free images such as x-ray picture

2 Pseudogray Mapping

2.1 Mapping of Grayscale Data into sRGB

A given grayscale image is assumed to be encoded
high accuracy that exceeds eight bits per pixel~bpp! in a
particular RGB color system. The 8-bit accuracy is co
mon to popular 24-bit color CRT monitors, and graysc
images in nine or more bpp cannot be displayed as they
unless a simple truncation takes place as a preprocess.
is a mismatch between the grayscale information and a
playing device, and causes significant loss of informat
represented by fine tones in the grayscale.

A given (n18)-bit grayscale valueV can be expresse
by

V52nV01DV, ~1!

V05floor@V/2n#, ~2!

whereV0 is the portion of the most significant 8 bits an
DV represents the other less significant bits. Floor@x# de-
notes the maximum integer that does not exceedx. The
grayscale data are expressed by a 3-D vector

~V01DV/2n,V01DV/2n,V01DV/2n!, ~3!

to be interpreted as an achromatic color in an RGB co
space. Note that the row vector notation is used here to s
space. The vector has identical entries and their value
fractional number. This 3-D source vector is mapped on
point in a 24-bit RGB color space as shown in Fig. 1. T
corresponding destination vector is expressed by

Fig. 1 Mapping between two 3-D vectors. A given grayscale value
divided by 2n (left) and its pseudogray (right) in the form of an RGB
tristimulus vector encoded in 8 bits.
e

,
is
-

e

~V01DR,V01DG,V01DB!, ~4!

whereDR, DG, andDB are unknown integers.
The vector (DR,DG,DB) is a tuning vector to be adde

to the basement vector (V0 ,V0 ,V0), so that the distance
between the source and destination vectors are minim
in terms of a proper distance measure. Since the basem
vector is common to the source and destination vector
possible approach to finding a solution is to minimize t
distance between the tuning vector and the local sou
vector, (1,1,1)DV/2n, where the factor is a positive fractio
smaller than unity. This is a kind of local optimizatio
problem.

On the other hand, the tuning vector is an integ
weighted linear combination of three independent unit v
tors. In addition, our problem is not simply to find separa
tuning vectors, but to find a coordinated set of those v
tors. For example, even if two tuning vectors,t1 and t2 ,
have been found in such a way that they approximate
local source vectors,s1 ands2 , respectively, it can be use
less. It is the case if the lightness oft1 is larger than that of
t2 , and if s1 is smaller thans2 with respect to lightness. As
long as the distance is defined in an encoding-discrete R
color space, there is no hope in finding reasonable and
ceptable solutions. We have to move on to another co
space such as CIELAB where desirable conditions can
well defined.

As for global optimizations, any solution has to consid
the mapping between the source vector of Eq.~3! and its
destination vector of Eq.~4! rather than that betweenDV
and (DR,DG,DB), since any color space available
present is nonuniform. Although a solution to this proble
could be solved by an exhaustive search in the form o
one-to-one mapping table, such a solution would not
attractive for practical use because of its extensive stor
space. Furthermore, a truly optimal solution has to ma
comprehensive conditions, including viewing conditio
and visual appearance evaluated by the human visual
tem. This problem is too hard to be solved at present.

The challenge in this subsection is thus to find a set
2n integer-valued tuning vectors of (DR,DG,DB) to a
fixed sequence between 0 and 2n21. At the beginning, to
interpret a given grayscale value in terms of lightness,
RGB color system, where a given grayscale value has b
encoded, must be defined. The standard default RGB c
space, sRGB,4,5 built for the Internet in 1999, is assumed
this work, because it is a nice compromise between dev
dependent color spaces such as YIQ and YUV and dev
independent color spaces such as CIEXYZ a
CIELAB.6–11 The transformation formulas from sRGB t
CIEXYZ are defined as follows.4,5

X50.4124Rs10.3576Gs10.1805Bs , ~5!

Y50.2126Rs10.7152Gs10.0722Bs , ~6!

Z50.0193Rs10.1192Gs10.9505Bs , ~7!

whereX, Y, andZ are the CIE tristimulus values. The CI
chromaticity coordinates for ITU-R BT.709 reference p
maries are as follows.
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x50.6400, y50.3300 for Rs , ~8!

x50.3000, y50.6000 for Gs , ~9!

x50.1500, y50.0600 for Bs , ~10!

The standard illuminant white is CIED65, of which chro-
maticity is given byx50.3127 andy50.3290.

CIELAB is widely used to describe color difference
many industries. It is widely accepted as a standard in
change color space.12 It is transformed from CIEXYZ as
follows.6–11

L* 5116f ~Y/Yn!216, ~11!

a* 5500@ f ~X/Xn!2 f ~Y/Yn!#, ~12!

b* 5200@ f ~Y/Yn!2 f ~Z/Zn!#, ~13!

where

f ~p!5p1/3 for p.0.008856, ~14!

f ~p!57.787p116/116 otherwise. ~15!

L* is referred to as lightness.a* andb* are referred to as
redness-greenness and yellowness-blueness, respec
and represent chroma components.Xn , Yn , andZn are the
tristimulus values of the standard illuminant.

The CIELAB color difference between two colors is d
fined as follows.6–11

DEab* 5@~DL* !21~Da* !21~Db* !2#1/2, ~16!

whereD stands for the difference between two quantities
issue.

In this way, once a given grayscale valueV has been
transformed onto a vector in CIELAB, then what has to
done is to find a mapping of the local source vec
(1,1,1)DV/2n to a tuning vector (DRs ,DGs ,DBs) in the
sRGB color space, so that both color and lightness dif
ences between the true gray and the pseudogray ma
tuned to zero as close as possible. To this end, an exh
tive search is applied forn54 and a set of 16 vectors i
found. The solution set of those vectors has to satisfy
additional conditions. That is, it has to keep the natu
order correspondence to the integer sequence betwe
and 15. Second, the segmentation of the lightness scale
to be uniform as fine as possible. In other words, the
sizes along the quantized lightness scale must be as re
as possible. The solution in 12-bit accuracy is listed
Table 1, where the lightness and color differences h
been computed for a fixed basement,V0525. This value is
equivalent to 10% of the full 8-bit range between 0 a
255. The values of color and lightness differences are v
for this basement value. If 11-bit accuracy is desirab
eight rows that are marked by asingle plusin the rightmost
column are taken away. If 10-bit accuracy is appropria
the 4 rows marked with a double plus are furthermore s
pressed, and only three vectors are left in the same orde
they appear in the table. The null vector is not a tun
1942 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 7, July 2003
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vector. It is merely included in the table for ease of und
standing the endpoint mapping. It should be noted that
decimation of rows is not regular. This is a consequence
on one hand, the nonlinear and nonuniform corresponde
among color spaces in issue. On the other hand, the c
difference is more significant than the accuracy in lightn
in some of the practical applications intended.

Finally, a pseudogray color is computed by adding t
common scalar value V0 to the tuning vector
(DRs ,DGs ,DBs). Since the pseudogray color belongs
the 8-bit sRGB color space, it looks as if the number
gray levels had been augmented by a factor of the t
number of tuning vectors.

Figure 2 shows the local mapping characteristics
tween grayscale values and the lightness values of
pseudogray. As seen in the plots, the monotonic increa
property between the grayscale value and the lightnes
the pseudogray is satisfied as intended. Approximate lin
ity between them is also observed, while the bin size
quantization accuracy is nonuniform. It is worth noting th
errors in both lightness and color differences vanish at t
endpoints. The lightness of the pseudogray extends
value over the entire range between 0 and 255, and
mapping gamut is implemented by the basement integeV0
added to the tuning vector. As a consequence, the glo
linearity and quantization accuracy are equally maintain
over all unit intervals on the entire grayscale, where ‘‘un
implies one digital count in 8-bit sRGB.

2.2 Quantization and Gamma Correction of Given
Grayscale Data

Given grayscale dataQ is assumed to have been encoded
(n18) bits, and the number of grayscale tones is th
2n18. In contrast, the pseudogray has been produced
augmenting less significantn bits between successive tw

Table 1 Tuning vectors for 12-bit grayscale data. The plus-marked
eight rows are removed away in 11-bit accuracy. In addition, the four
rows marked with double pluses are furthermore removed away in
10-bit accuracy. DL* and DEab* are valid to the basement value of
V0525.

DV DRs , DGs , DBs DL* DEab* Note

0 0, 0, 0 0.000 0.000

1 0, 0, 1 20.007 1.037 11

2 1, 0, 21 20.011 1.276 1

3 1, 0, 0 20.018 0.716 111

4 1, 0, 1 20.015 1.264 11

5 2, 0, 21 20.029 1.773 1

6 1, 0, 2 0.013 2.177 1

7 2, 0, 0 0.009 1.420 111

8 2, 0, 1 0.002 1.759 1

9 21, 1, 1 20.009 1.427 11

10 3, 0, 0 20.009 2.113 1

11 21, 1, 2 0.028 1.727 1

12 0, 1, 0 0.024 1.264 111

13 0, 1, 1 0.018 0.708 1

14 0, 1, 2 0.011 1.222 11

15 1, 1, 0 0.007 1.033 1
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tones in an 8-bit grayscale. The number of tones in
pseudogray is thus given by 25532n11, and differs from
the number of gray levels in a given data. To solve t
mismatch, a reduction in the number of tones is necess
and a given grayscale dataQ is quantized before its map
ping to the pseudogray, as follows.

V5floor@Q~2821!2n/~2n1821!10.5#. ~17!

The quantized grayscale data are mapped to
pseudogray by using the tuning vectors. Unfortunate
some tuning vectors cannot be applied at black and w
ends, because any value outside@0,255# is impossible in
8-bit sRGB. In 12-bit accuracy, four pseudogray colors c
have a negative value inRs andBs , and eight pseudogray
can overflow beyond 255. These inhibited pseudograys
replaced by another admissible pseudogray of which lig
ness is closest to that of the inhibited pseudogray.

For the pseudogray to be evaluated, the reference
has to be identified. It is hence appropriate to refer to
so-called gamma. A CRT monitor has a strong nonlin
transfer function between input and output. The outpu
proportional tog’th power of the input, andg is referred to
as a CRT gamma or monitor gamma. Regarding
gamma, in-depth research is available in Refs. 13 and
where the device profile of a CRT monitor is described
the tone reproduction curves and transformation matric
However, since the objective of this work is different fro
the precise characterization of CRT monitors, the te
gamma is used in a sense similar to Refs. 4 and 5. A typ
CRT gamma is 2.2 for sRGB4,5 and NTSC.6,15 The CRT
gamma has to be corrected prior to displaying an image
CRT monitors. Most of cameras are thus designed to

Fig. 2 Local mapping characteristics between the grayscale value
and the pseudogray in 12-bit accuracy in terms of lightness and
color differences. The basement value V0 in the grayscale is 25. The
grayscale value extends its range between 25 and 26 in digital
counts, and the values along the horizontal axis should be read as
those divided by 16.
,

y

,

.

l

rect the CRT gamma, and hence most digital images h
been gamma corrected and then encoded in digital d
This has been a legacy since the advent of television.3–6,15

In the sRGB color system, significant effort has be
paid to the gamma,4,5,12–14,16and the viewing gamma is
described by

gV5gCgD , ~18!

wheregC andgD are the camera and display gammas. T
display gamma is further factored into a product of look-
table and CRT gammas, and the former is recommende
be 1 and the latter is specified as 2.2. In accordance w
the legacy and recent trends in color standardization
viewing gamma was defined as 1.125. As a result, a cam
gamma is given by the reciprocal of 1.956.

The pseudogray can be directly applied to the lega
grayscale data. In the following description, the graysc
data encoded after a gamma correction of 2.2 are refe
to as the legacy data, and linearly encoded data are refe
to as linear data, which is a consequence of the cam
gamma of unity.

To display those fine grayscale linear data on an 8
sRGB CRT monitor, the display gamma has to be correc
before the pseudogray mapping. When the viewing gam
for 8-bit sRGB CRT monitors and the display gamma a
1.125 and 2.2, respectively, the gamma-adjusted and q
tized grayscale data for a given (n18)-bit linear dataQ is
obtained by the following transformation.

V5floor@~2821!2nq810.5#, ~19!

where

q851.055q1/2.420.055, for q.0.00304, ~20!

q8512.92q, otherwise, ~21!

q5Q/~2n1821!, ~22!

andq is a normalized number between 0 and 1 by scal
of Q. Note that the discrepancy between 2.2 and 2.4 is
to an offset.4,5 As a result of the gamma adjustment, th
viewing gamma will be implemented by

gV5gCgAgD , ~23!

wheregA is the adjusting gamma.
A sequence of the scaling, gamma correction, quant

tion, and pseudogray mapping is referred to as the lin
mode, while a simplified process for the traditional gamm
corrected data is referred to as the legacy mode. These
modes are shown in Fig. 3, where square boxes illust
data in respective formats. Upper and lower figures loca
at the left sides indicate the largest and smallest value
data.

Different types of CRT gammas can be treated in
same way. However, since the sRGB color system offe
common platform as a device-independent default stand
at best at present, it is reasonable to limit our discussio
sRGB to a practical point of view.
1943Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 7, July 2003
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1944 Optical Engi
Fig. 3 (a) Linear mode and (b) legacy mode in 12-bit accuracy. The pseudogray is encoded into 8-bit
sRGB and is decoded/displayed on an 8-bit sRGB CRT monitor so as to be evaluated in CIELAB. The
reference gray for evaluations is marked by shaded squares.
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2.3 Numerical Evaluation of the Pseudogray

The grayscale data quantized in 25532n11 tones is used
as the reference gray in the present work. It is defined
the 8-bit sRGB encoded values after scaling, gamma
justment, and quantization described in the previous s
tion. The reference gray in 12-bit accuracy thus extends
value on the interval of@0,4080# in 4081 levels. The refer-
ence gray is pretended by the pseudogray. This is refe
to as nominal pseudogray to avoid confusion, and it has
same grayscale range as the reference gray, as liste
Table 2. Unfortunately, some impossible pseudogray co
can be computed as explained in the paragraph after
~17! in the previous section. As a result of replacing tho
impossible pseudograys with admissible pseudogray co
the net number of tones in the pseudogray colors will
crease to 4069, because there are four imposs
pseudograys around the black end and eight imposs
pseudograys around the white end. In summary, 4081
erence grayscale tones are pretended by 4081-level nom
pseudogray colors by using a total of 4069 admissi
pseudogray colors. It should be noted that all evaluation
this work are performed on a virtual screen after decod
onto an 8-bit sRGB CRT monitor, where ‘‘virtual’’ implies
numerical computations rather than experiments.

The color difference that is identical to the lightne
difference between a given (n18)-bit grayscale data an
its reference gray has been examined for every tone
every viewing gamma among 1.0, 1.125, and 2.2. T
maximum differences in lightness are listed in Table

Table 2 Range of reference gray and pseudogray, and the number
of available tones.

Accuracy

Value range Number of
tones in the
admissible
pseudogray

Given
grayscale

Reference
gray

Nominal
pseudogray

10 bits [0,1023] [0,1020] [0,1020] 1020

11 bits [0,2047] [0,2040] [0,2040] 2038

12 bits [0,4095] [0,4080] [0,4080] 4069
neering, Vol. 42 No. 7, July 2003
-
-

d

in

.

,

-
al

r

Note that the viewing gamma of 2.2 makes no sense fo
viewing purpose, but it refers to the case when just
quantized data without any gamma adjustments are
played on an 8-bit sRGB CRT monitor ofgD52.2. The
maximum difference in lightness is 0.035 and 0.109 for 1
and 10-bit accuracy data, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the color and lightness differences
tween the reference gray and pseudogray over the w
range of the quantized grayscale in 10-bit accuracy
legacy data. The viewing gamma is assumed to be un
The grayscale value extends its value 0 through 255,
the number of pseudogray colors plotted in the figure
1021 in 10-bit accuracy. Hence the values in the horizon
axis can be a fraction such as 1/4, and the axis is referre
as the fractional grayscale in 8-bit sRGB. At a glance, o
would see there are three plots for a single color differen
as well as for the lightness difference. However, it is n
real. The upper three plots belong to the color differen

Table 3 Maximum differences in lightness between a given gray-
scale data and the reference gray. gV52.2 implies the case when
just quantized data without any gamma corrections are displayed on
an 8-bit sRGB CRT monitor of gD52.2.

Accuracy gV gC Max of uDL* u

1/1.000 0.035

1.000 1/1.956 0.035

1/2.200 0.017

12 bits 1/1.000 0.033

1.125 1/1.956 0.017

1/2.200 0.034

2.2* 1/1.000 0.017

1/1.000 0.106

1.000 1/1.956 0.109

1/2.200 0.067

10 bits 1/1.000 0.107

1.125 1/1.956 0.067

1/2.200 0.099

2.2* 1/1.000 0.067
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and the lower three plots belong to the lightness differen
Those split cluster plots are produced by the different e
levels in three tuning vectors, whose behavior has b
shown in Table 1 and Fig. 2. If successive points of a qu
tity in issue would be connected by line segments, th
confusing split plots would not appear, but the mid-lev
plot would be completely hidden. A single point ofDL* is
seen apart from its clusters at the white end in the figu
This is a consequence of the negotiated replacement o
inhibited tuning vector by an admissible one described
the previous section.

As observed in Fig. 4, both differences decrease as
grayscale value increases. This is a natural conseque
because the color difference behavior produced by the
ing vectors is identical in every unit interval along the gra
scale and, at the same time, the lightness difference
decrease in proportion to the relative magnitude to
basement value. It is observed that the decreasing
obeys the first-order derivative of the one third-power l
between lightness and theY-tristimulus value.

For reference purposes, drawn in the same figure is
thin line plot that shows the incremental lightness betwe
two successive grayscale digital counts, rather th
pseudogray colors, in 8-bit sRGB. Although the color d
ference is larger than the incremental lightness between
successive digital counts, the lightness difference of
pseudogray to the reference gray is surely smaller than
incremental lightness. The color difference of t
pseudogray is approximately twice as large as the in
mental lightness. This is a consequence of the fact that
pseudogray is approximated by the unity-spacing grids
the 8-bit sRGB color space at the expense of the intrin
color difference in the achromatic color.

Fig. 4 Color difference (upper) and lightness difference (lower) in
the case of 10-bit accuracy for legacy data. A unity viewing gamma
is assumed. The thin line shows the incremental lightness between
two successive digital counts in 8-bit sRGB. Triple split cluster plots
are due to three tuning vectors for 10-bit accuracy.
.

n

e,
-

l

e

s

-

Although the color difference in Fig. 4 is large at th
black end, it takes values smaller than unity over quite
broad range of the grayscale. In fact, the color differenc
smaller than unity, when the 8-bit grayscale digital cou
exceeds 44, which is approximately equivalent to 49
lightness. Figure 4 also shows that the color difference
smaller than 1.2 and 2.5, if the 8-bit digital count excee
32 and 11, respectively.

For ease of interpretation, the lightness depende
against the grayscale digital count is supplemented in F
5. For the legacy data, 90% among the full dynamic ran
of the linear grayscale exceed the gamma corrected v
of 0.35150.11/2.2 that is equivalent to the grayscale cou
of 89 among 255. As found in Fig. 4, this fact is restated
follows. For legacy 10-bit grayscale images, 90% of
gray values on the linear grayscale can be displayed on
8-bit sRGB CRT monitor within the color difference o
0.62. This would be quite satisfactory, because it is hard
perceive such color differences smaller than 0.3, 0.6,
2.5, or 3.0. The critical limit differs by literature,3,6,7,10and
of course depends on the viewing conditions and the p
ceptual capability of individuals. It might be of significanc
to give a citation to typical values of averageDEab* in four
commercial graphic CRT monitors: 0.63, 0.83, 0.97, a
1.90 are listed in Ref. 12.

The increasing plot in Fig. 6 shows the lightness of t
pseudogray in 10-bit accuracy in 8-bit sRGB. The low
decreasing plot is the incremental lightness between
successive pseudogray colors in 10-bit accuracy. It look
if two separate plots exist, but it is not true. As in Fig.
those split levels are just a result of irregular levels in lig
ness in the tuning vectors. The incremental lightness
tween two successive grayscale digital counts in 8
sRGB is also drawn in a mid-level thin line, once again t
same as in Fig. 4. While the color difference represents
fidelity to the reference gray, the incremental lightness r
resents the smoothness in gradation in the pseudogray.
smaller than unity except for only four colors around t

Fig. 5 Lightness versus 8-bit grayscale digital counts.
1945Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 7, July 2003
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black end. Therefore two successive pseudogray colors
expected to be perceived in a confusing gray, as far as
color difference from the reference gray is sufficien
small. The reason why there are two points of the inc
mental lightness apart from the major plot around the wh
end is because the replacement remedy for an inhib
tuning vector has been implemented.

Figures 7 and 8 show the results for 12-bit accuracy.
of the color difference, lightness difference, lightness, a
incremental lightness in the 12-bit pseudogray colors sh
similar behaviors to those in 10-bit accuracy. In spite of
existence of a few disorders around the white end, the lig
ness difference and incremental lightness of the pseudo
surely remain lower than the incremental lightness betw
two successive grayscale digital counts in 8-bit sRG
while the color difference is at a slightly higher level tha
that in 10-bit accuracy.

Another discussion is developed in terms ofa* b* coor-
dinates in CIELAB. Figure 9 plots the pseudogray colors
12-bit accuracy. As seen in Fig. 9~a!, the plots are classified
in 15 clusters along respective converging linear plots t
correspond to the 15 tuning vectors. The reason why o
12 converging linear clusters are seen in the plot is du
the geometric similarity in tuning vectors: three tuning ve
tors of ~1,0,0!, ~2,0,0!, and~3,0,0! are similar to each other
Also, ~0,1,1! is similar to ~0,2,2!, which is produced by a
sum of the tuning vector of~21,1,1! and a basement vecto
of ~1,1,1!. 15 tuning vector indices read from the leftmo
column in Table 1 are given to 12 converging clusters
Fig. 9~a!. A limited number of pseudogray colors, of whic
a digital count in 8-bit sRGB exceeds 45, are plotted in F
9~b!. Those pseudograys are found to concentrate with
considerably small area around the origin, and they num
3344, which amounts to 82% among 4081 nomin
pseudogray colors.

Fig. 6 Lightness and incremental lightness of the pseudogray in
10-bit accuracy.
1946 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 7, July 2003
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3 Concluding Remarks

To explore the possibility in displaying fine grayscale im
ages on 8-bit sRGB CRT monitors, pseudogray colors h
been computed and their objective data have been

Fig. 7 Color difference (upper) and lightness difference (lower) in
the case of 12-bit accuracy for legacy data. A unity viewing gamma
is assumed. The thin line shows the incremental lightness between
two successive digital counts in 8-bit sRGB.

Fig. 8 Lightness and incremental lightness of the pseudogray in
12-bit accuracy.
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sented in terms of CIELAB color difference anda* b* co-
ordinates. Two modes are available for treating gamm
corrected and linear data both in the 8-bit sRGB co
space. Three options in quantization accuracy have b
designed for use with 10-, 11-, and 12-bit grayscale da

A global optimization of color mapping between th
grayscale data and its pseudogray is an unsolved proble
present. Nevertheless, the described pseudogray can be
ficiently useful in some limited but real applications.
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